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You want to raise the most well-behaved, loving cat? A cat that doesn’t scratch your pricey
furniture or reject the litterbox? Discover the secrets to raising your cat to be the perfect feline by
understanding the right way to stimulate his best behavior. The author of this book knows exactly
what triggers to use and what training mistakes to avoid to accelerate the learning process,
making your cat an obedient all-star in no time. Whether your cat is young or old, Cat Training
Secrets supplies you with priceless information that will go a long way toward creating the
perfect household companion.

...an excellent starting point for anyone wishing to 'get into' the subject and will serve as a basis
for further study. - Engineering Structures; ...an excellent starting point for anyone wishing to 'get
into' the suject and will serve as a basis for further study. - Engineering Structures; ...an excellent
starting point for anyone wishing to 'get into' the suject and will serve as a basis for further study.
- Engineering StructuresFrom the Back CoverThis volume offers the most comprehensive
coverage of probabilistic structural mechanics available. A vast array of analytical and
computational methods for structural reliability are explained in depth, and their application in
every major industry are described using concrete examples.
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Cat Training Secrets:How To RaiseThe Perfect Feline CompanionByPatricia MayoCat Training
Secrets: How To Raise The Perfect Feline Companion © 2014 by Talent WritersAll Rights
Reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced in any form without permission in writing from
the author. Reviewers may quote brief passages in reviews.Table of ContentsIntroductio
Chapter 1: Cat Society - The Journey to Today’s Domesticated Ca According to Your Ca
Chapter 2: Cat Society - What Cats Wan Chapter 3: Cats and You - Personalities
and Possibilitie Chapter 4: Cats and You - Being the Perfect Cat Companio Signs
Your Cat May Be Stresse A Happy Cat Hom Chapter 5: Training Your Cat - Don’t
Do Tha Chapter 6: Training Your Cat - Do Thi IntroductionHerding cats may be
impossible - but training them is a fun hobby any cat enthusiast can pick up. The key to doing it
well and quickly, however, is knowing your trainee.Whether you want your cat to use the human
toilet to get rid of that litter box for good or just have a great companionship, this book will help
you get there regardless if your cats are kittens or full-grown. Although humanity doesn’t fully
understand cats, we have successfully trained them - and if Joe Schmoe can train a cat without
fully understanding cats, you can too.This book assumes you already know about basic cat care,
don’t have major behavioral problems with your cats, and isn’t meant to be a replacement for
good veterinarian advice. If you’ve never had cats before, it’s a good idea not to get too
ambitious with your training and just focus on having a good relationship with your cat.‘Just
having a good relationship with your cat’ is certainly one of those things that is easier said than
done, however. Cats aren’t exactly the most transparent creature to humans. Sometimes even, it
can seem like they come from another planet altogether. Nevertheless, if you want to train your
cat, you need a certain kind of relationship with your cat - and that begins with a good
relationship.Developing that special ‘trainer’ relationship above and beyond that good
relationship with a cat isn’t terribly unlike developing any close human relationship. You still have
to exercise empathy and see the world through the eyes of your new friend. Then you have to
develop trust, and then maintain that friendship through continued contact.The key difference is
you have to do it in a way the cat will recognize - by seeing the world through the cat’s eyes and
actively working to understand why your cat behaves the way it does. Otherwise, you will
absolutely fail. Cats simply don’t participate in the same social orders we humans are used to
working within.Though you may not know it at the time, you will begin training your cat from the
very moment you begin understanding your cat. Our feline friends are very quick studies - they
will ‘pick up’ on the difference in you and start behaving differently toward you almost
immediately. Cats instinctively crave the kind of relationship you’re trying to develop in order to
train them, and will begin behaving according to those instincts as soon as you begin catering to
those instincts.Once you’ve seen the world through a cat’s eyes, the rest is cakewalk - or shall I
say fencewalk? Either way, the hardest part is getting your feet into their paws. After that it’s just
a matter of getting those paws wet.That’s probably a bad analogy to mix with that saying - but



you get my point. There are no hard and fast rules to training cats, but many people have been
successful at training cats to do anything from walk on a leash to retrieve the newspaper. Just as
there are no existing rules, there are also no existing limits.You’re literally writing history by
training your cat in this day and age.But you don’t have to do it ‘from scratch’.Beyond teaching a
cat’s perspective and helping you see what a cat needs out of you as their trainer, this book also
details specific training scenarios to get you started. But don’t feel at all limited to the methods
described here - every cat is different, and differences in personality will require differences in
method. Trust your judgment. Nobody knows your cat better than you.Training cats isn’t exactly
down to a science just yet, but science has nailed down enough that we can have a general
method of training cats that is fairly simple to follow - and that general method is at the core of
this book. There are too many slight variations on that method per situation to fit here, but for
most cases, this book is all you need to get started with cat-like grace.Chapter 1: Cat Society -
The Journey to Today’s Domesticated CatAbove all else, remember this:Cat Training Secret #1:
A happy cat is a trainable cat.That is the single most basic rule, yet it is the hardest to fulfill. And
we must fulfill it if we are going to have a happy home - let alone a trained cat!Cats are very
different from us - most of this book is dedicated entirely to understanding your cat so you can
make it happy enough to be successfully trained, just because our feline friends have very
unusual ideas about life and living.Ideas that must originate somewhere, right?The theoretical
evolution of cats might not be the most interesting thing to you, but it’s worth knowing. If you can
understand where a behavior may originate, then you can better understand how to respond.
And your every response will train your cat.For example: if your cat made a chirping meow
toward you - like they almost couldn’t get the whole meow out, just a few clicks or raspy whisper
- did you know it probably would’ve made your cat very happy to return the sound?That ‘chirrup’
or ‘chirping meow’ is something their mother used to do - returning it is something almost every
cat can appreciate, and that act just might help you earn the status of family in the cat’s eyes.
Becoming a part of their cat family is vital to any cat companionship, but easy to miss if you don’t
know why they do what they do.John Bradshaw gets much deeper into the origins of many cat
behaviors in his book ‘Cat Sense’, but you really don’t need to know much more than a few
cornerstones - like that chirping meow and its appropriate mirrored response. Here’s a few
more:Cat Training Secrets:How To RaiseThe Perfect Feline CompanionByPatricia MayoCat
Training Secrets:How To RaiseThe Perfect Feline CompanionByPatricia MayoCat Training
Secrets: How To Raise The Perfect Feline CompanionByPatricia MayoCat Training Secrets: How
To Raise The Perfect Feline Companion © 2014 by Talent WritersAll Rights Reserved. No part of
this book may be reproduced in any form without permission in writing from the author.
Reviewers may quote brief passages in reviews.Cat Training Secrets: How To Raise The Perfect
Feline Companion © 2014 by Talent WritersAll Rights Reserved. No part of this book may be
reproduced in any form without permission in writing from the author. Reviewers may quote brief
passages in reviews.Cat Training Secrets: How To Raise The Perfect Feline Companion © 2014
by Talent WritersAll Rights Reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced in any form



without permission in writing from the author. Reviewers may quote brief passages in
reviews.Table of ContentsIntroductio Chapter 1: Cat Society - The Journey to Today’s
Domesticated Ca According to Your Ca Chapter 2: Cat Society - What Cats Wan
Chapter 3: Cats and You - Personalities and Possibilitie Chapter 4: Cats and You -
Being the Perfect Cat Companio Signs Your Cat May Be Stresse A Happy Cat
Hom Chapter 5: Training Your Cat - Don’t Do Tha Chapter 6: Training Your Cat -
Do Thi Table of ContentsIntroductio Chapter 1: Cat Society - The Journey to
Today’s Domesticated Ca According to Your Ca Chapter 2: Cat Society - What
Cats Wan Chapter 3: Cats and You - Personalities and Possibilitie Chapter 4: Cats
and You - Being the Perfect Cat Companio Signs Your Cat May Be Stresse A
Happy Cat Hom Chapter 5: Training Your Cat - Don’t Do Tha Chapter 6: Training
Your Cat - Do Thi Table of ContentsIntroductio Chapter 1: Cat Society - The
Journey to Today’s Domesticated Ca According to Your Ca Chapter 2: Cat Society
- What Cats Wan Chapter 3: Cats and You - Personalities and Possibilitie Chapter
4: Cats and You - Being the Perfect Cat Companio Signs Your Cat May Be Stresse
A Happy Cat Hom Chapter 5: Training Your Cat - Don’t Do Tha Chapter 6:
Training Your Cat - Do Thi IntroductionHerding cats may be impossible - but training them
is a fun hobby any cat enthusiast can pick up. The key to doing it well and quickly, however, is
knowing your trainee.Whether you want your cat to use the human toilet to get rid of that litter
box for good or just have a great companionship, this book will help you get there regardless if
your cats are kittens or full-grown. Although humanity doesn’t fully understand cats, we have
successfully trained them - and if Joe Schmoe can train a cat without fully understanding cats,
you can too.This book assumes you already know about basic cat care, don’t have major
behavioral problems with your cats, and isn’t meant to be a replacement for good veterinarian
advice. If you’ve never had cats before, it’s a good idea not to get too ambitious with your training
and just focus on having a good relationship with your cat.‘Just having a good relationship with
your cat’ is certainly one of those things that is easier said than done, however. Cats aren’t
exactly the most transparent creature to humans. Sometimes even, it can seem like they come
from another planet altogether. Nevertheless, if you want to train your cat, you need a certain
kind of relationship with your cat - and that begins with a good relationship.Developing that
special ‘trainer’ relationship above and beyond that good relationship with a cat isn’t terribly
unlike developing any close human relationship. You still have to exercise empathy and see the
world through the eyes of your new friend. Then you have to develop trust, and then maintain
that friendship through continued contact.The key difference is you have to do it in a way the cat
will recognize - by seeing the world through the cat’s eyes and actively working to understand
why your cat behaves the way it does. Otherwise, you will absolutely fail. Cats simply don’t
participate in the same social orders we humans are used to working within.Though you may not
know it at the time, you will begin training your cat from the very moment you begin
understanding your cat. Our feline friends are very quick studies - they will ‘pick up’ on the



difference in you and start behaving differently toward you almost immediately. Cats instinctively
crave the kind of relationship you’re trying to develop in order to train them, and will begin
behaving according to those instincts as soon as you begin catering to those instincts.Once
you’ve seen the world through a cat’s eyes, the rest is cakewalk - or shall I say fencewalk? Either
way, the hardest part is getting your feet into their paws. After that it’s just a matter of getting
those paws wet.That’s probably a bad analogy to mix with that saying - but you get my point.
There are no hard and fast rules to training cats, but many people have been successful at
training cats to do anything from walk on a leash to retrieve the newspaper. Just as there are no
existing rules, there are also no existing limits.You’re literally writing history by training your cat in
this day and age.But you don’t have to do it ‘from scratch’.Beyond teaching a cat’s perspective
and helping you see what a cat needs out of you as their trainer, this book also details specific
training scenarios to get you started. But don’t feel at all limited to the methods described here -
every cat is different, and differences in personality will require differences in method. Trust your
judgment. Nobody knows your cat better than you.Training cats isn’t exactly down to a science
just yet, but science has nailed down enough that we can have a general method of training cats
that is fairly simple to follow - and that general method is at the core of this book. There are too
many slight variations on that method per situation to fit here, but for most cases, this book is all
you need to get started with cat-like grace.IntroductionHerding cats may be impossible - but
training them is a fun hobby any cat enthusiast can pick up. The key to doing it well and quickly,
however, is knowing your trainee.Whether you want your cat to use the human toilet to get rid of
that litter box for good or just have a great companionship, this book will help you get there
regardless if your cats are kittens or full-grown. Although humanity doesn’t fully understand cats,
we have successfully trained them - and if Joe Schmoe can train a cat without fully
understanding cats, you can too.This book assumes you already know about basic cat care,
don’t have major behavioral problems with your cats, and isn’t meant to be a replacement for
good veterinarian advice. If you’ve never had cats before, it’s a good idea not to get too
ambitious with your training and just focus on having a good relationship with your cat.‘Just
having a good relationship with your cat’ is certainly one of those things that is easier said than
done, however. Cats aren’t exactly the most transparent creature to humans. Sometimes even, it
can seem like they come from another planet altogether. Nevertheless, if you want to train your
cat, you need a certain kind of relationship with your cat - and that begins with a good
relationship.Developing that special ‘trainer’ relationship above and beyond that good
relationship with a cat isn’t terribly unlike developing any close human relationship. You still have
to exercise empathy and see the world through the eyes of your new friend. Then you have to
develop trust, and then maintain that friendship through continued contact.The key difference is
you have to do it in a way the cat will recognize - by seeing the world through the cat’s eyes and
actively working to understand why your cat behaves the way it does. Otherwise, you will
absolutely fail. Cats simply don’t participate in the same social orders we humans are used to
working within.Though you may not know it at the time, you will begin training your cat from the



very moment you begin understanding your cat. Our feline friends are very quick studies - they
will ‘pick up’ on the difference in you and start behaving differently toward you almost
immediately. Cats instinctively crave the kind of relationship you’re trying to develop in order to
train them, and will begin behaving according to those instincts as soon as you begin catering to
those instincts.Once you’ve seen the world through a cat’s eyes, the rest is cakewalk - or shall I
say fencewalk? Either way, the hardest part is getting your feet into their paws. After that it’s just
a matter of getting those paws wet.That’s probably a bad analogy to mix with that saying - but
you get my point. There are no hard and fast rules to training cats, but many people have been
successful at training cats to do anything from walk on a leash to retrieve the newspaper. Just as
there are no existing rules, there are also no existing limits.You’re literally writing history by
training your cat in this day and age.But you don’t have to do it ‘from scratch’.Beyond teaching a
cat’s perspective and helping you see what a cat needs out of you as their trainer, this book also
details specific training scenarios to get you started. But don’t feel at all limited to the methods
described here - every cat is different, and differences in personality will require differences in
method. Trust your judgment. Nobody knows your cat better than you.Training cats isn’t exactly
down to a science just yet, but science has nailed down enough that we can have a general
method of training cats that is fairly simple to follow - and that general method is at the core of
this book. There are too many slight variations on that method per situation to fit here, but for
most cases, this book is all you need to get started with cat-like grace.IntroductionHerding cats
may be impossible - but training them is a fun hobby any cat enthusiast can pick up. The key to
doing it well and quickly, however, is knowing your trainee.Whether you want your cat to use the
human toilet to get rid of that litter box for good or just have a great companionship, this book will
help you get there regardless if your cats are kittens or full-grown. Although humanity doesn’t
fully understand cats, we have successfully trained them - and if Joe Schmoe can train a cat
without fully understanding cats, you can too.This book assumes you already know about basic
cat care, don’t have major behavioral problems with your cats, and isn’t meant to be a
replacement for good veterinarian advice. If you’ve never had cats before, it’s a good idea not to
get too ambitious with your training and just focus on having a good relationship with your
cat.‘Just having a good relationship with your cat’ is certainly one of those things that is easier
said than done, however. Cats aren’t exactly the most transparent creature to humans.
Sometimes even, it can seem like they come from another planet altogether. Nevertheless, if you
want to train your cat, you need a certain kind of relationship with your cat - and that begins with
a good relationship.Developing that special ‘trainer’ relationship above and beyond that good
relationship with a cat isn’t terribly unlike developing any close human relationship. You still have
to exercise empathy and see the world through the eyes of your new friend. Then you have to
develop trust, and then maintain that friendship through continued contact.The key difference is
you have to do it in a way the cat will recognize - by seeing the world through the cat’s eyes and
actively working to understand why your cat behaves the way it does. Otherwise, you will
absolutely fail. Cats simply don’t participate in the same social orders we humans are used to



working within.Though you may not know it at the time, you will begin training your cat from the
very moment you begin understanding your cat. Our feline friends are very quick studies - they
will ‘pick up’ on the difference in you and start behaving differently toward you almost
immediately. Cats instinctively crave the kind of relationship you’re trying to develop in order to
train them, and will begin behaving according to those instincts as soon as you begin catering to
those instincts.Once you’ve seen the world through a cat’s eyes, the rest is cakewalk - or shall I
say fencewalk? Either way, the hardest part is getting your feet into their paws. After that it’s just
a matter of getting those paws wet.That’s probably a bad analogy to mix with that saying - but
you get my point. There are no hard and fast rules to training cats, but many people have been
successful at training cats to do anything from walk on a leash to retrieve the newspaper. Just as
there are no existing rules, there are also no existing limits.You’re literally writing history by
training your cat in this day and age.But you don’t have to do it ‘from scratch’.Beyond teaching a
cat’s perspective and helping you see what a cat needs out of you as their trainer, this book also
details specific training scenarios to get you started. But don’t feel at all limited to the methods
described here - every cat is different, and differences in personality will require differences in
method. Trust your judgment. Nobody knows your cat better than you.Training cats isn’t exactly
down to a science just yet, but science has nailed down enough that we can have a general
method of training cats that is fairly simple to follow - and that general method is at the core of
this book. There are too many slight variations on that method per situation to fit here, but for
most cases, this book is all you need to get started with cat-like grace.Chapter 1: Cat Society -
The Journey to Today’s Domesticated CatAbove all else, remember this:Cat Training Secret #1:
A happy cat is a trainable cat.That is the single most basic rule, yet it is the hardest to fulfill. And
we must fulfill it if we are going to have a happy home - let alone a trained cat!Cats are very
different from us - most of this book is dedicated entirely to understanding your cat so you can
make it happy enough to be successfully trained, just because our feline friends have very
unusual ideas about life and living.Ideas that must originate somewhere, right?The theoretical
evolution of cats might not be the most interesting thing to you, but it’s worth knowing. If you can
understand where a behavior may originate, then you can better understand how to respond.
And your every response will train your cat.For example: if your cat made a chirping meow
toward you - like they almost couldn’t get the whole meow out, just a few clicks or raspy whisper
- did you know it probably would’ve made your cat very happy to return the sound?That ‘chirrup’
or ‘chirping meow’ is something their mother used to do - returning it is something almost every
cat can appreciate, and that act just might help you earn the status of family in the cat’s eyes.
Becoming a part of their cat family is vital to any cat companionship, but easy to miss if you don’t
know why they do what they do.John Bradshaw gets much deeper into the origins of many cat
behaviors in his book ‘Cat Sense’, but you really don’t need to know much more than a few
cornerstones - like that chirping meow and its appropriate mirrored response. Here’s a few
more:Chapter 1: Cat Society - The Journey to Today’s Domesticated CatAbove all else,
remember this:Cat Training Secret #1: A happy cat is a trainable cat.That is the single most



basic rule, yet it is the hardest to fulfill. And we must fulfill it if we are going to have a happy home
- let alone a trained cat!Cats are very different from us - most of this book is dedicated entirely to
understanding your cat so you can make it happy enough to be successfully trained, just
because our feline friends have very unusual ideas about life and living.Ideas that must originate
somewhere, right?The theoretical evolution of cats might not be the most interesting thing to
you, but it’s worth knowing. If you can understand where a behavior may originate, then you can
better understand how to respond. And your every response will train your cat.For example: if
your cat made a chirping meow toward you - like they almost couldn’t get the whole meow out,
just a few clicks or raspy whisper - did you know it probably would’ve made your cat very happy
to return the sound?That ‘chirrup’ or ‘chirping meow’ is something their mother used to do -
returning it is something almost every cat can appreciate, and that act just might help you earn
the status of family in the cat’s eyes. Becoming a part of their cat family is vital to any cat
companionship, but easy to miss if you don’t know why they do what they do.John Bradshaw
gets much deeper into the origins of many cat behaviors in his book ‘Cat Sense’, but you really
don’t need to know much more than a few cornerstones - like that chirping meow and its
appropriate mirrored response. Here’s a few more:Chapter 1: Cat Society - The Journey to
Today’s Domesticated CatAbove all else, remember this:Cat Training Secret #1: A happy cat is a
trainable cat.That is the single most basic rule, yet it is the hardest to fulfill. And we must fulfill it if
we are going to have a happy home - let alone a trained cat!Cats are very different from us -
most of this book is dedicated entirely to understanding your cat so you can make it happy
enough to be successfully trained, just because our feline friends have very unusual ideas about
life and living.Ideas that must originate somewhere, right?The theoretical evolution of cats might
not be the most interesting thing to you, but it’s worth knowing. If you can understand where a
behavior may originate, then you can better understand how to respond. And your every
response will train your cat.For example: if your cat made a chirping meow toward you - like they
almost couldn’t get the whole meow out, just a few clicks or raspy whisper - did you know it
probably would’ve made your cat very happy to return the sound?That ‘chirrup’ or ‘chirping
meow’ is something their mother used to do - returning it is something almost every cat can
appreciate, and that act just might help you earn the status of family in the cat’s eyes. Becoming
a part of their cat family is vital to any cat companionship, but easy to miss if you don’t know why
they do what they do.John Bradshaw gets much deeper into the origins of many cat behaviors in
his book ‘Cat Sense’, but you really don’t need to know much more than a few cornerstones -
like that chirping meow and its appropriate mirrored response. Here’s a few more:
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Patricia Rodriguez, “Great intro to training!. I bought this book shortly after adopting a 4 month
old kitten. He was my first cat and first pet ever, so I had no idea how to get him to listen to me.
This book helped me so much, especially in understanding how to use positive reinforcement
and redirection. I highly recommend this book to any new cat mama or papa.”

Candi R. French, “Must Read For Any Cat Owner Or Anyone Looking To Get A Cat Or Kiten. Cat
Training Secrets, How To Raise The Perfect feline Companion. I have always been a dog lover
and have owned and trained many dogs. I have owned very few cats and always thought it
impossible to train a cat, so I decided to read this book. I learned a lot from this book. This book
goes into understanding cats and how to establish a good relationship with them, two key things
if you want to be able to train your cat. It shows you how to understand cats how to see things
though there eyes and how to understand their behavior. For example just feeding a cat will not
enable you to train it but if you love on a cat like their mother did they will treat you as their
mother and will be eager to learn from you. I learned most cats are happiest with another cat
around as a companion and learn best from other cats, and that cats learn what they want to
learn and sometimes train us. These are just some of the many things you will learn from this
book. This is a great book for anyone wanting to get a new cat or just wanting to learn about
cats. By reading this book and understanding and learning about your cat this will give you the
foundation needed to properly welcome your cat into the household and train him to become an
excellent companion will good manners.”

Keri Atchley, “A Good Quick Read. Even though this is a short intro into cat behavior and training,
it is packed with valuable information. It also provides resources for more information on the
broad subjects of cat history, genetics, breeds and the ability to empathize, train & understand
your cat. The only reason I didn't give it 5 stars is I simply wish it was longer with more insights!”

brandi hopkins, “Cat Training Secrets. Cats can be trained at any age. Cats like to be treated as if
they’re your kid and you’re the mom or dad. Cats are very smart animals and can be easy to
train. Following all the steps in this book can help you train your cat. I have seen people train
their cats to walk on a leash. In the town I live in if you have an outside cat your cash has to be
walked on a leash. Cats can be loving animals, I had a cat that thought she was a human. I
would rather have an inside cat than a dog. Cats can be loyal and can protect you. Cats have a
habit of scratching things and jumping on counters but this book helps you fix that problem. If
you have or have ever thought about getting a cat this is a must read. I love cats but they can be
hard to train and you have to take time to train them. If you want a cat make sure you have the
time and all the steps in this book will help you have a great cat.”

Trialynn, “Cat's Can Too!. I love my cats and know first hand how different they can be. I have a



Siamese that comes when called and acts more like a dog than a cat. Then I have a little black
rescue cat. She does as she wishes and seems un-trainable. I only know this is not true
because she comes each time the can opener is used and she knows she is going to be
fed.Wow, was this book eye opening.As I sat a the Grand Jubilee show in Branson, Missouri, I
marveled at what the cats were doing on command and wished so much I could do the same. I
started looking for help to see if I could get little black rescue to gain confidence, feel loved and
enjoy humans.I came across this little book. I took advantage of the great tips and tricks I found
detailed in this very clear and concise book!My Siamese is making progress by leaps and
bounds, and Little Black One is coming out of her shell quite nicely!”

Mindee, “Lots of Information. This was a great book. I just had to have it. My daughter and her
family were staying with me when my animal loving grandson brought home an abandoned
kitten. Of course when they moved I now have a cat because they cannot have pets. This book is
full of information about cats that I had never heard before. Like when they make a noise that
sounds like a chirping meow. That is how momma cats talk to their babies so they love it when
you do it back to them. The first secret is to keep your cat happy so this book tells you how to
make your cat happy. If they are happy they are much easier to train. This book has been so very
helpful. I advise anyone to get this book if you have ever considered getting a cat.”

dee1, “Great tips for cat lovers. This book has great training tips goes into how to understand
your cat/kitten. The sounds they make and what they are really telling you, their caretaker.What
tails can convey. Body rubs. Kind of cat sign language if you will. How stress can cause them to
react, with "spraying" etc. Incessant licking fur.crying. What behaviors are linked to different
breeds. Lazy cat, active cats. The author refers us to another book if you still need some more
help, The Cat Whisperer.She explains the importance of nutritous foods, making sure the
bowls are refilled, clean litter box. Many useful tips, great for Cat lovers worth the purchase.
Goodbreakdowns by the author. 5*****”

Shawn, “Must have for cat lovers. Most people believe the dog is man's best friend. But anyone
who has ever owned a cat knows the feline can be just as giving, just as loving and just as loyal
as any dog. The main difference between the two has always been the fact that it seemed easier
to train dogs than cats. Thanks to this very informative book, that perception will forever be
changed.The author does an excellent job in helping us understand what our cats are thinking,
the best way to communicate with them and what they need from us. After reading this book, you
will have a much better relationship with your cat.”

The book by Patricia Mayo has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 19 people have provided feedback.
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